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Abstract
　This paper discusses the problem of instability of acceptability judgments.  Acceptability is known 
to be affected by many factors, including pragmatic/contextual information.  Therefore linguists must 
be careful about their judgments when they deal with linguistic data.  As a case study, we pick up 
core data of Japanese Quantifier-float, showing acceptability judgments of them are unstable/
fluctuating.  The goal of this paper is to explain what accounts for the difference in judgment.  We 
argue that subject positions are involved: when a sentence is “presentational,” the subject, having an 
neutral description reading, is located within the same domain (vP or TP) with its numeral quantifier, 
resulting in acceptable sentences.  On the other hand, in the non-presentational mode, the subject 
has an exhaustive reading and it moves to the discourse domain (CP), leaving its numeral quantifier 
behind.  The separation between the subject and its numeral quantifier makes the sentence 
unacceptable.  However, the distinction between these two modes cannot be absolute, for it can be 
affected by various factors including some discourse/pragmatic information.  This unclear distinction 
results in the instability of the core data.
Keywords: Japanese, acceptability, Q-float, cartography, subject positions
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1. Introduction
　 Acceptability, which traces back to the issue of the distinction between competence and 
performance, is known to be affected by many factors, including pragmatic and contextual information. 
Therefore linguists must be careful about their judgments when they deal with linguistic data.  It is 
important to exclude those factors from the system of syntax, as much as possible.  But for Japanese 
and other languages known as discourse-configurational languages, it is very difficult to do so because 
discourse factors are tightly woven into syntax. 
　 As a case study, we will pick up Japanese Quantifier-float (Q-float), showing acceptability judgments 
on its core data are unstable/fluctuating.  Though the research topic of Q-float has a long history in 
Japanese linguistics, especially in relation to generative grammar, it is still a mystery why people 
make different judgments even for core data of this phenomenon.  The goal of this paper is to explain 
what accounts for the difference in judgment.
　 The paper is organized as follows: first, in section 2 we make a rough sketch of Japanese Q-float. 
Section 3 provides a descriptive generalization of Q-float, from which Miyagawa (1989) proposes for 
his syntactic approach, making use of the structural relation of c-command.  After counterexamples 
are observed against Miyagawa’s proposal, Takami and Kuno’s (2014) comment is introduced about 
the instability of core data.  In section 4, we propose for an alternative analysis, by analyzing the 
counterexamples, in light of Hasegawa’s analysis of presentational mode.  In section 5 two pieces of 
supporting evidence are provided.  Section 6 is the conclusion.
2. Japanese Quantifier Float
　 Japanese has a phenomenon called Quantifier float (=Q-float), such as in (1a). 
(1)  a.  [DP Gakusei]-ga futa-ri sake-o nonda.   Q-float sentence
  student-Nom two-CL  wine-Acc  drank  (CL=classifier)
  “Two students drank wine.”
　  b.  [DP Futa-ri-no    gakusei]-ga sake-o nonda
  two-CL-Gen  student-Nom  wine-Acc drank
  “Two students drank wine.”
Japanese quantifiers (i.e. underlined parts in (1)) are, sometimes called numeral quantifiers (NQ) 
because they consist of a numeral and a classifier, shown in (2a).  Classifiers must fit semantically with 
their associated host nouns.  So, in (1a) the quantifier futa-ri (literary meaning “two person”) is 
associated with the host noun, gakusei ‘student’, but syntactically it is separated from the noun, 
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gakusei.  We call this kind of sentences “Q-float sentences.”  In contrast, in (1b) NQ modifies the host 
noun within the DP.
(2)  a.  Quantifiers in Japanese  Numeral Quantifiers = numerals + classifiers
　   b.  float :  [DP futa-ri-no gakusei]-ga …   [DP gakusei]-ga futa-ri …
 [DP two-CL-Gen  student ]-Nom [DP student]-Nom  two-CL
   This phenomenon roughly corresponds to English, French, and Spanish counterparts in (3a, 3c, 3e) 
respectively.
(3)  English a.  [The students] both drank wine  
 b.  [Both of the students] drank wine.
       French c.  [Les enfants] ont tous vu ce film.
  “The children have all seen this film.”       (Sportiche (1988))
 d.  [Tous les enfants] ont vu ce film.
  “All the children have seen this movie.”
       Spanish  e. [Los alumos] todos vinieron.
 f. [Todos los alumos] vinieron.
　 It appears that Japanese and these languages have the same phenomenon of Q-float, but the 
Japanese Q-float phenomenon has its own characteristics which are not shared with those European 
languages.
3. Observations and the Issue
3―1. A descriptive generalization
　 In Japanese linguistic literature, Q-float was mentioned sporadically in the 1960s.  It was the 
introduction of generative grammar that made us aware of this phenomenon and led to attempts to 
describe its behaviors seriously.  In the 1970s Japanese Q-float was intensively studied, and 
interesting descriptive data were accumulated  In the course of research, in 1980 two scholars, S-Y. 
Kuroda and John Haig independently reached a very important descriptive generalization, roughly 
presented in (4).
(4)  A subject-oriented numeral quantifier (NQ) cannot be placed within VP.
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We refer to (4) as the Kuroda-Haig Generalization (KHG) in this paper.
(5) is a core data for (4).         (See Miyagawa (2017) on Japanese Q-float for detail.)
(5)  a. */? Gakusei-ga [VP sake-o futa-ri nonda].
  students-Nom wine-Acc  two-CL  drank
  “Two students drank wine.”
       b.   */? Mizugi-sugata  no  josei-tachi-ga   　　  [VP tanoshisooni  go-nin   oyoida].
  swimsuit-wearing Gen  woman-Pl-Nom　　　　　merrily 　　  five-Cl  swam.
  “Five women in swimsuits swam merrily.”
　 First of all, note the contrast between the grammatical example in (1a) and the ungrammatical 
example in (5a).  In the latter sentence, the numeral quantifier futa-ri is located between the object 
sake ‘wine’ and the verb nonda ‘drank’, and so it is ungrammatical because the sequence violates 
the KHG.
　 Next, in (5b) the main verb oyoida ‘swam’ is an intransitive verb, and the adverb tanoshisooni 
‘merrily’ is a VP-adverb.  So the numeral quantifier go-nin ‘five person’ is between the VP-adverb 
and the verb, which means the quantifier is within the VP.  The sequence also violates the KHG, 
which results in ungrammaticality.
3―2. Miyagawa (1989)
　 Based upon the KHG, Miyagawa (1989) proposes a syntactic condition on the locality of Japanese 
Q-float.  Miyagawa claims that a host noun or DP and its associated NQ must be in a certain syntactic 
relation, known as the mutual C-command (MCC) requirement, as shown in (6).
(6)  A subject DP and its associated NQ must c-command each other.
The diagram in (7) illustrates the internal structure of (5a).  I omit some irrelevant parts.
(7)                                      
[+Past]
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Note that in (7) the subject ‘student’ and NQ ‘two-person’ within VP, do not have a mutual 
C-command relation (i.e., they cannot c-command each other.). 
Since Miyagawa (1989), this requirement became popular among Japanese linguists. 
　 However, it does not mean his syntactic analysis was widely supported.  Several researchers 
argued against it, providing their counterexamples.
3―3. Counterexamples
　 The following sentences in (8) are representative counterexamples.
(8)  a.   Gakusei-ga  [VP repooto-o  san-nin-dake teisyutsusita].
 student-Nom   report-Acc  three-CL-FP submitted
 “Three students submitted their reports.”
　   b.   Mizugi-sugata  no  josei-tachi-ga [VP   tanoshisooni go-nin   oyoi-tei-ta].
 swimsuit-wearing Gen woman-Pl-Nom   merrily     five-Cl swimming-was.
 “Five women in swimsuits were swimming merrily.”
　   c.   (kinoo-wa  heikan-magiwa-made)　 Gakusei-ga  [VP  tosyokan-bunsitsu-de 
 (yesterday-Top closing time-till)  student-Nom  library-annex-at
 sanjyuu-nin benkyosita-rasii].
 thirty-person  studied-I hear
 “I hear thirty students had studied at a library annex until the closing time yesterday.”
　   d.   Daigakusei-ga [VP  jazz-dance-o san-nin odotta-noda].
 college student-Nom jazz-dance-Acc three-Cl   danced-NODA
 “I take it that three college students did jazz dance.”
Note that all the subject-oriented NQs (i.e. underlined words) in them are within VPs, which would 
result in ungrammaticality because the subjects and NQs are not in a mutual C-command relation. 
Nevertheless these sentences are judged to be grammatical. 
　 From these counterexamples, some linguists argue that Miyagawa’s syntactic explanation (i.e. the 
MCC requirement) is questionable, and others are skeptical about the validity of the KHG itself 
because acceptability judgments sometimes vary from person to person. 
　 What we should be concerned with is a comment by Takami and Kuno (2014), which we see in the 
following subsection.
3―4. Takami and Kuno (2014)
　 Takami and Kuno are both functional linguists, who try to give explanations to syntactic phenomena 
in terms of functional way of thinking.  Takami and Kuno (2014) claim that Miyagawa’s (1989, 2012) 
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syntactic approach to the Japanese Q-float has flaws and that their functional alternative can explain 
these counterexamples to the syntactic approach.  I will leave aside the validity of their analysis in this 
paper.  Instead, I pay attention to their comment about the instability of judgment on Q-float.  The 
following is cited from Takami and Kuno’s (2014: 115―6) statement on the issue. 
... In fact, the sentence (=(5a)) is not as bad as Kuroda (1980) describes, and many Japanese, 
including us, judge it as unnatural or a little strange, but not as ungrammatical.  Put different, it 
should be indicated as ?/??, not as *. ...   Grammaticality judgments on it are shifty/unstable.  Even 
the same native speaker might change his/her judgment from time to time.
That is, according to Takami and Kuno, even the same speaker is apt on occasion to change his/her 
judgment.  As the acceptability indicator in (5a) shows, even the core example (5a) sometimes could 
be acceptable, if not perfect.  Actually I have got similar comments from my informants in my previous 
work such as Akaso (2005).
　 This is the very serious problem for generativists, or linguists who work on introspective data-
based research.  Generative syntax is an empirical science, and so if data is unreliable, we should 
avoid them for theorizing.
　 My prime concern of this paper is an attempt to explore where the instability of the core data (5) 
comes from.  Therefore, I will examine the counterexamples in (8), which I believe may help clarify 
the reason why the core example is grammatically unstable.
3―5. Data
　 The sentences in (9) are the counterexamples I make use of to answer the question.
(9)  a.  Gakusei-ga      sake-o  san-nin  nonda-rasii.
 students-Nom wine-Acc      three-Cl      drank-I hear
 “I hear three students drank wine.”
　   b.  Mizugi-sugata         no  josei-tachi-ga tanoshisooni go-nin oyoi-deiru.
 swimsuit-wearing   Gen woman-Pl-Nom  merrily five-Cl swimming-be.
 “Five women in swimsuits are swimming merrily.”
　   c.  Daigakusei-ga  jazz-dance-o  san-nin  odotta-noda.
 college student-Nom      jazz-dance-Acc      three-Cl      danced-NODA
 “I take it that three college students did jazz dance.”
　 In (9a), an extra phrase, -rasii, is placed at the sentence-final position, and it sounds much better 
than (5a) and I believe it to be perfectly acceptable.  This phrase is a hearsay expression to report 
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something as indirect information.  In (9b), you can find -teiru (=-deiru) which is added to the verb.  It 
is generally known in Japanese linguistics as a progressive aspect marker.  Then, in (9c), you can find 
-noda at the end of the sentence, which is a construction in which the entire matrix clause is headed 
by the nominalizer -no followed by the copula -da. 2
 In sum, (10) is a list of the extra expressions to salvage the sentences from unacceptability.
(10) -rasii = a hearsay expression 
 -teiru = a progressive aspect marker
 -noda = nominalizer (-no) + copula (-da)
Then a question arises: why can they circumvent the violation of KHG?
4. Analysis
4―1. Two readings of Japanese ga -subjects
　 As a first step to answer the question, let us pay attention to the subject positions in Japanese.  
　 As is well-known in Japanese linguistics, Kuno (1973) proposes there are two functions of GA 
subject: Exhaustive Listing (EL) and Neutral Description (ND).  The former has the function of 
focalizing a subject DP, emphasizing nothing but the subject (i.e. identificational/exhaustive focus).  On 
the other hand, the latter has the function of stating a proposition/event objectively.  In other words, a 
subject has the EL reading when one wants to convey the sense of ‘it is X that...’ or ‘X and only X 
...,” while a subject has the ND reading when one brings an observable fact or event to the hearer’s 
attention, without focalizing the subject.  Consider (11), for instance.  The subject in (11a), Taro-ga, is 
focalized, and so it draws hearers’ attention, while the subject in (11b), ame-ga, is not focalized, and it 
does not stand out from the rest of the sentential elements.
(11)  a.  Exhaustive Listing (EL) :  ‘it is X that ...’ / ‘X and only X ...’
 Taro-ga  gakusei-desu.
 Taro-Nom student-be
 “It is Taro that is a student.”
　     b.  Neutral Description (ND) : neutral description of actions or temporary states.
 Ame-ga  futte-imasu.
 rain-Nom fall-be
 “It is raining.”
　 Adopting the cartographic approach developed in generative grammar (cf. Rizzi (1997)), it can be 
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stated that the two types of ga-subjects can be syntactically differentiated: the EL subject is located in 
the Spec-CP (more specifically, Spec-FocP in the CP layers, i.e. discourse domain), while the ND 
subject is in the vP, or propositional domain, as shown in (12).
(12)  
In this connection, it is instructive to introduce Hasegawa’s (2008) observation.  
4―2. Hasegawa (2008)
　 Hasegawa argues that the ND reading of a ga-subject has a specific requirement when it is used in 
a matrix clause.  That is, the ND reading in the matrix clause is possible when the clause is 
“presentational”.  Hasegawa shows the following examples.
(13)  a.  Taro-ga hon-o yonda.
 　 “Taro read a book.”
 b.  Hanako-ga Taro-ni denwa-suru.
 　 “Hanako is abou to call Taro.”
 c.  *? Oya,  Taro-ga hon-o yonda.
 　 “Oh! Taro read a book.”
 d.  *? Are,  Hanako-ga Taro-ni denwa-suru.
 　 “Look! Hanako is abou to call Taro.”
(14)  a.  Oya, Taro-ga hon-o yonda-zo/-yo.
 　 “Oh! Taro read a book.”
 b.  Are, Hanako-ga Taro-ni denwa-suru-zo/-yo.
 　 “Look! Hanako is abou to call Taro.”
(15)  a.  Oya, Taro-ga hon-o yon-deiru.
 　 “Oh! Taro is reading a book.”
 b.  Are, Hanako-ga Taro-ni denwasi-teiru.
 　 “Look! Hanako is calling Taro.”
As shown in (13a) and (13b), the sentences all sound perfect.  In a normal/ordinary situation, the ga-
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subjects in them are interpreted as EL.  On the other hand, the sentences in (13c) and (13d) have the 
interjections, OYA, and ARE ‘oh or look’ in sentence-initial position.  These interjections express the 
“surprise” or “notice” of the speaker.  Note that they sound rather bad, which means something odd 
happens to the interpretation of a ga-subject when we add these interjections to the sentences.  
　 However, the sentences become much better when sentence-final particles such as -zo and -yo are 
added, as shown in (14), or a progressive (aspect) marker -teiru is suffixed to a verb, as in (15).  
　 Hasegawa claims that these elements, such as yo, zo, and -teiru have the ability to turn a sentence 
into presentational, which, roughly, has the function of conveying a proposition (an event or a state) to 
the hearer.  Sentences in presentational mode have ga-subjects with the ND reading, which are 
compatible with these elements.
　 In sum, Hasegawa (2008) finds that ga-subjects in the matrix clauses are interpreted as ND when 
the sentences are “presentational.”
　 Although Hasegawa mentions -teiru, she does not explain why this aspect marker has the ability to 
turn a sentence into presentational.  So we need to think about it.
4―3. –teiru as an evidential marker
　 Teiru has been generally conceived of as a progressive marker in Japanese linguistics.  However, 
another angle has recently been discussed.  Sadanobu (2006) and Sadanobu and Malchukov (2006) 
propose that -teiru can be viewed as an evidential marker.  For example, Sadanobu cites the following 
example to illustrate that -teiru can be an evidential marker.
(16)  a.  ??Kare-wa itami-o kanjiru.
  That guy-Top  pain-Acc  feel
  “He feels pain.”
 b. Kare-wa  itami-o  kanjiru-yooda/-mitaida.
  That guy-Top pain-Acc feel-seem/-look like
  “It seems he feels pain.”
 c. Kare-wa  itami-o kanji-teiru.
  The guy-Top pain-Acc feel-be
  “He feels pain.”
In Japanese it sounds very strange if the speaker expresses others’ feelings, as in (16a).  So we need 
to use evidential markers such as “seem (-yooda)”, or “look like (-mitaida)”, such as in (16b), to make 
sentence (16a) sound natural.  Then, consider (16c) which uses -teiru.  It sounds perfect without such 
typical evidential markers as -yooda and -mitaida.  This indicates that -teiru functions as well as these 
evidential markers.  That is, -teiru can be used as a sort of evidential marker.  See Sadanobu (2006) for 
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a more detailed explanation about -teiru as an evidential marker. 
4―4. Our explanation
　 We are in a position to come back to the counterexamples having extra markers in (9).
　 In (9b) -teiru is used as an evidential marker, as explained above.
　 As for -rasii in (9a), it is used as a hearsay expression, as mentioned before. More specifically, it 
shows indirect information, as the gloss indicates.  This marker is also an evidential marker in 
Japanese. 
　 In (9c) the expression of nominalizer + coupula , -noda, is an expression used to present 
information that the speaker knows as a fact.  Otake (2009) claims that -noda is an expression which 
turns a preceding clause into a given fact by nominalizing it. That is, -noda has the function of showing 
that the speaker recognizes a proposition as a fact. 
　 In sum, the function of these elements is very similar.  That is, they all can make a sentence 
“presentational.”  In other words, they have the function of presenting a proposition (roughly 
speaking, a simple declarative sentence) to the hearer as important information from either the 
speaker’s own recognition/knowledge or indirect sources. 
　 If we are on the right track, we can get the following structures.
(17)  
The structure in (17a) is that of the core data (5), where the KHG is maintained.  On the other hand, 
that in (17b) is the structure of counterexamples in (9), in which the KHG is not observed, and the 
resulting sentences are judged to be acceptable.  Note that the MCC requirement can be proposed on 
the base of (17a), but it cannot deal with (17b).  Furthermore it cannot explain why Q-float in the latter 
case can be acceptable in spite of the fact that the subject, which is located at Spec-vp (or -TP), and its 
Q, which is within VP, do not c-command each other in (17b).  From this observation we may conclude 
that the subject and its associated NQ need to belong to the same domain, vP (i.e. the propositional 
domain), or TP, instead of the MCC requirement. 3
5.  Supporting Evidence
　 This section will provide two pieces of evidence which can support our analysis: Q-float within 
Adv. Adv.
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relative clauses and Genitive subjects in the Kyushu dialect.
5―1.  Q-float within Relative Clauses
　 Kuno (1973:56) says that the distinction between EL and ND is neutralized in subordinate clauses. 
For example, when a predicate is individual stage or a temporary state, like “be sick,” a First Person 
subject must be interpreted as EL, but when the clause is used as a subordinate clause, it is usually 
interpreted as ND, as shown (18).
(18)  a. watasi-ga  byooki-da.
  I-Nom sick-Cop
  “It is I who am sick.”
 b. watasi-ga byooki-da-kara, kodomotachi-ga genki-ga         nai.
  I-Nom sick-Cop-because, children-Nom  energy-Nom lacking
  “Because I am sick, the children are less energetic.”
Keep this in mind, please note that (19) is a grammatical sentence.
(19)  a.  kimi-wa [seito-ga tabako-o 3-nin  sutta]-no-o sitteimasu-ka?
  you-Top student-Nom tobacco-Acc 3-Cl smoked-COMP-Acc  know-Q
  “Do you know that three students smoked?”
 b. */?seito-ga tabako-o 3-nin  sutta.
   student-Nom tobacco-Acc 3-Cl smoked
   “Three students smoked.”
When the embedded clause in (19a) is used as a root sentence, such as in (19b), it becomes degraded 
according to the KHG.  The acceptability in (19a) indicates that a subject in an embedded clause is 
interpreted as a non-focalized one, that is, one with the ND reading, according to Kuno (1973).  As 
explained, the sentence becomes acceptable because the subject which stays within the vP and its NQ 
are in the same clause (i.e., vP or TP).  Thus our analysis is confirmed by the contrast in (19).
5―2. Genitive Subjects in the Kyushu dialect
　 Our analysis can be also supported by the dialect data of Genitive subjects observed in Kyushu 
Japanese (KJ).
　 As is known in the literature, in contrast to Standard Japanese (SJ), KJ has Genitive subjects in 
main clauses, as exemplified below.
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(20)  a. basu-ga/-no kita. KJ
  bus-Nom/-Gen came
  “The bus is coming.”
 b. basu-ga/*-no kita. SJ
  bus-Nom/-Gen came
  “The bus is coming.”
 c. basu-ga/-no kuru jikan SJ
  bus-Nom/-Gen come time
  “the time the bus came”
As shown in (20b) a Genitive subject cannot appear in a main clause in Standard Japanese.  It must 
occur in a prenominal clause with the transitivity restriction (i.e., there is no other argument within 
the prenominal clause) as in (20c).  But Genitive subject is possible in the Kyushu dialect in a main 
clause, as in (20a).  However, it is not always true.  A Genitive subject cannot be allowed in sentences 
with subjects that have the EL reading, shown below.
(21)  a. Taro-ga/*-no benkyosita. KJ (Kumamoto dialect: from Nishioka (2019a))
  Taro-Nom/-Gen studied.
  “Taro has studied.”
 b. Taro-ga/*-no geragera  waratta.  KJ (Nagasaki dialect: another variety of KJ)
  Taro-Nom/-Gen loudly laughed
  “Taro laughed loudly.”
Nishioka (2019b) explains that this is because subjects of ergative verbs, such as “study” in (21a), are 
usually interpreted as the EL reading.  
　 Nishioka (2019b) argues that the sentence-final particle –gena can make (21a) acceptable, as 
illustrated in (22a).  My informant on the Nagasaki dialect reports that the same is true in her dialect, 
as in (22b).
(22)  a. Taro-ga/-no benkyosita-gena. KJ (from Nishioka (2019a))
  Taro-Nom/-Gen studied-they say.
  “They say Taro came.”
 b. Taro-ga/-no geragera waratta-to-gena.  KJ (Nagasaki dialect)
  Taro-Nom/-Gen loudly laughed-C-they say
  “They say Taro laughed loudly.”
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Note that the sentences in (22) are acceptable, though they use ergative verbs.  Nishioka (2019b) 
argues that the difference come from the sentence-final particle (-to)-gena, which corresponds to the 
hearsay expression -da souda “they say” in SJ, which helps its subject be interpreted as the the ND 
reading.  This illustrates that the subject remains within the vP domain because  the expression, (-to)-
gena, is an evidential marker, which prevents the subject from raising to CP-domain.
5―3. Summary
　 What is important for us is: The interpretational distinction between the EL and the ND is not 
absolute, but ambiguous/unclear without (explicit) markers such as -rasii, -teiru and -noda, which help 
make a sentence “presentational.” As pointed out in Hasegawa (2008), it is impossible to understand 
sentences without these markers as presentational in spoken registers, but it might be possible in 
writing (e.g. dairies, newspapers, novels, etc.).  Thus acceptability judgments on Q-float are apt to 
change, for they are contingent on the interpretation of ga-subjects.   
6. Conclusion
　 The instability of KHG, or the core data of Japanese Q-float, results from the difference of subject 
positions.  When a sentence is “presentational,” the subject has the ND reading, and the KHG is not 
observed.  On the other hand, in the non-presentational mode, the subject has the EL reading and it 
belongs to the discourse domain, and the KHG is maintained.  But the distinction between these two 
functions cannot be absolute, for it can be affected by various factors including some discourse/
pragmatic information.  This unclear distinction results in the instability of the KHG. 
　 That is why the acceptability of the core data is apt to vary, if an informant is asked to judge at 
different times.
Notes
* A part of an earlier version of this paper was presented in Workshop on Acceptability Judgments in Current 
Linguistic Theory held at Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona in October in 2018.  I am grateful to the 
participants of the conference for valuable comments.  I also thank Seichi Sugawa and Phillip Morrow for their 
comments.
1. Previous research tells us that various factors have influence on the acceptability judgments of Japanese 
Q-float, e.g. telicity.  See Mihara (1998) and Miyagawa (2012), among others.
 In this paper we limit our discussion to the issue of making sentences in the presentational mode.
2. Makino and Tsutsui (1989: 325) provides the following explanation for -noda.
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     　 A sentence ending which indicates that the speaker is explaining or asking for an explanation about some 
information shared with the hearer, or is talking about something emotively, as if it were of common interest 
to the speaker and the hearer.
3. We put aside Q-float out of PP, which is impossible even in the same propositional domain.
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